Province of Lower Canada in the Year
Be it the lakes, the gardens, or the cities as a whole, Canada has got it all that would make your holiday worthwhile! Take a look at these 22 places in Canada so that you know which ones you need to put on the top of your list! 22 Best Places To Visit In Canada In 2019.

Apart from experiences like windsurfing, canoeing, and ice skating, the picturesque beauty of this place makes it a famous tourist spot and a paradise for photographers. Do not forget your camera behind!

Things To Do

One can enjoy Canada sightseeing by enjoying the scenic views the country offers to its travelers. One of the unique places to visit in Canada is the Maligne Lake which is situated at the centre of the Jasper National Park. It is a stunning turquoise coloured jewel, amidst lush green environs. It began with the opening of the picturesque Banff Springs Hotel, a historic railway hotel operated today by the Fairmont chain. The town has expanded to about three sq. miles in size, with its growth regulated to prevent the town from encroaching on the surrounding environment.

Whistler is a charming village nestled in the shadow of the impressive Whistler and Blackcomb mountains. One of the world’s most famous ski resorts, Whistler’s two mountains provide over 8,000 acres of skiable terrain.

The town is known as a favorite muse of Canada’s Group of Seven painters, and its beauty continues to attract artists today. In addition to studios, art galleries, and boutiques, its narrow streets are lined with century-old homes, many of which have been converted into unique restaurants. This picturesque and safe city is the fourth largest city in the country, with a population of 883,391 as of the 2011 Canadian census. It's on the eastern border of Ontario, just across the Ottawa River from Gatineau, Quebec. Ottawa is cosmopolitan, with museums, galleries, performing arts and festivals, but it still has the feel of a small town and is relatively affordable. English and French are the main languages spoken, and Ottawa is a diverse, multicultural city, and about 25 percent of its residents are from other countries. The city has 150 kilometers, or 93 miles, of recreational